
An Independent Motion Picture
Prepared by:  Pablo Bobadilla



Film Specifications

● Title:  Ubiquitous
● Genre:  Horror / Thriller
● Language:  English
● Type:  Feature film (Approx. 90 

minutes)
● Filming Location:  

Winston-Salem NC, USA
● Budget:  $300,000
● Management:  Ubiquitous 

Film, LLC

Logline:  After some setbacks, the 
Church family moves into an 
innovative town in search of a new 
beginning. Soon after, they 
experience supernatural events, 
and the family falls apart.

  



Business Model

● Crew: The majority of our crew is made up of  recent UNCSA film alumni who have worked 
together for years. Due to the excitement on the project we are able to get quality work for a 
relatively lower wage than if we were to hire crews out in major cities.

● Locations: We have many advantages due to shooting in Winston-Salem, NC. We will be able to 
secure filming permits, stages and filming locations with high production value at a lower cost.  Most 
films typically shoot in large cities like LA, NYC and Atlanta, which are more costly.  

● Network:  We are working with the Piedmont Triad Film Commission, Winston-Salem City Officials, 
the UNCSA Alumni Network and the Arts Council in order to secure all the components we need for 
producing this film.

● Talent & Genre:  We are committed to casting actors with market value within the film industry 
and horror genre and will be reaching out to major talent agencies like CAA and Buchwald.  
Additionally, we are using AI analytics to gain insights throughout the casting process in order to impact 
the film’s marketability and market value.

Low Costs
(Crew & Locations)

Create Market Value 
(Talent & Genre)

High Production Value 
(Network)



Timeline
● Dec 1st - Meetings and Screeners are set up 

within our circle

● Dec 5th - Notable Film Festivals Submissions

● Dec 8th - 

● During the first quarter of 2021, the film 

will be shopped around to find the best 

deal for release and the best avenue for the 

Premiere.

Development
Fall & Winter 2021

Pre-production
Spring 2022

Production
 Summer 2022

Post-Production
 Fall & Winter 2022

Distribution
 Spring & Summer 2023



Distribution Plan
Once post-production is complete in the first quarter of 2023, we plan to seek distribution 
predominantly through VOD.  As a result of the pandemic, the VOD markets are currently over 
performing due to the recent paradigm shift in content consumption the industry is experiencing.  As a 
result, streaming will continue to be the best distribution option for the next few years.

First, we will tap into our network of sales agents and secure a worldwide rights deal.  Then, we will 
submit to domestic and foreign top tier film festivals and film markets like SXSW, Austin FF, New Orleans 
FF, Sundance, Tiff, San Sebastian International FF, Festival De Cannes, Berlin International FF, Venice FF, and 
BFI London FF.  Lastly, we will secure distribution deals for both domestic and foreign territories.   Our 
goal is to secure our first distribution deal within 12 months of finishing the film.

Step 1:  Sales Agency
Step 1:  Sales Agency
Step 1:  Sales Agency
Step 1:  Sales Agency

Step 1:  Sales Agency Step 3:  Distributors 
(Domestic and Foreign) 

Step 2:  Film Festivals 
/ Film Markets



Projections Waterfall  (*These returns are a reasonable estimate given the film’s components  but cannot be guaranteed.

* Due to the current level of uncertainty in regards to the pandemic and the extremely competitive marketplace, we cannot guarantee recoupment 

or profitability.  This waterfall merely represents a reasonable projection of recoupment and profitability given all of the elements we have in place for 
the film.



Comparables

● Our film, Ubiquitous, 
can best be described 
as Poltergeist meets 
A24.  Using Largo.ai’s 
data analytics, we 
have selected several 
comparables for our 
film that are a similar 
match in genre and 
story recipe.
 

 



Comparables

● As our comparables 
analysis demonstrates, 
the film industry is a high 
risk / high rewards 
scenario for investors.  
We mitigate that risk by 
developing our script 
with purpose and a 
specific goal in mind in 
order to ensure it is a 
right fit for the horror 
genre and that the film as 
a whole is marketable.   

 

 



Lead Actors
We are using AI analytics to 
gain insights on which 
actors and actresses in the 
industry might be a good 
match for our film and lead 
characters.  The analysis 
takes into account 
parameters such as budget, 
genre, box office 
performance and 
filmography of the actors.

● SOFIA CHURCH: 
 
A 40-year-old business 
executive who was recently 
laid off. She’s the practical 
one in the family and the 
pillar that holds it together. 
She likes to be in control.

 



Lead Actors

● BEN CHURCH: 
 
A 40-year-old stay at 
home dad and tech 
entrepreneur. He is all 
about technology and 
social media and is 
always thinking of the 
next big innovative idea.

 



Why Invest?
● Our budget to production value ratio is high. Typically a film with a budget of 300k won’t have a 

proven genre actor playing the leading role.  We are committed to casting actors with market value 
within the film industry and horror genre and will be reaching out to major talent agencies like CAA 
and Buchwald. This means we have a higher chance of turning a profit due to the relatively low 
investment.

● Genre Films, like Horror, are relatively a more sound investment than any other type of movie. In 
fact, while most films have a correlation between quality and the net gross, this isn’t the case for 
horror due to the audience’s expectations.

● We’re taking a two pronged approach to selling the film. We will tap into our network of sales 
agencies and will also submit the film to top tier film festivals in order to maximize the potential of 
securing a distribution deal.

● You get to support an exciting project and a talented and diverse team of filmmakers and be a part 
of their journey.

● Innovation + Movies.  Our film will take part in Largo.ai's cohort, which will apply artificial 
intelligence analytics to film development.   (www.Largo.ai.com) - AI analytics for movie making.
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20ROI%20around%201%2C200%20percent.

2. https://stephenfollows.com/what-the-data-says-about-producing-low-budget-horror-films/
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